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Station Eleven-Emily St. John Mandel 2014-09-09 An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s collapse, Station Eleven tells the
spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking
everything for art and humanity. A National Book Award Finalist A PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur Leander,
the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage during a production of King Lear. That was the night when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the
city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the settlements of the altered world with a small
troupe of actors and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and
humanity alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the story
takes off, moving back and forth in time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects them all will be
revealed. Look for Emily St. John Mandel's new novel, The Glass Hotel, available in March.
Last Night in Montreal-Emily St. John Mandel 2009 Eli searches for his ex-lover Lilia after she disappears one morning from his Brooklyn apartment, but he
discovers surprises about her childhood after going to Montreal on a tip from a source who says that Lilia may be there.
The Singer's Gun-Emily St. John Mandel 2010-05-01 Everyone Anton Walker grew up with is corrupt. His parents dealt in stolen goods, and he was a successful
purveyor of forged documents until he abandoned it all in his early twenties, determined to live a normal life, complete with career, apartment, and a fiancée
who knows nothing of his criminal beginnings. He’s on the verge of finally getting married when Aria—his cousin and former partner in crime—blackmails him
into helping her with one last job. Anton considers the task a small price for future freedom. But as he sets off for an Italian honeymoon, it soon becomes clear
that the ghosts of his past can't be left behind so easily, and that the task Aria requires will cost him more than he could ever imagine.
The Glass Hotel-Emily St. John Mandel 2020-03-24 "The Glass Hotel may be the perfect novel for your survival bunker." --Ron Charles, The Washington Post A
New York Times, Entertainment Weekly, Newsweek, Bustle, Buzzfeed, GoodReads, Houston Chronicle, Writer's Digest, Medium, Washington Independent
Review of Books, The Millions, Boston Globe, USA Today, and Women's Day Most Anticipated Book of 2020 From the award-winning author of Station Eleven,
an exhilarating novel set at the glittering intersection of two seemingly disparate events-a massive Ponzi scheme collapse and the mysterious disappearance of a
woman from a ship at sea. Vincent is a bartender at the Hotel Caiette, a five-star lodging on the northernmost tip of Vancouver Island. On the night she meets
Jonathan Alkaitis, a hooded figure scrawls a message on the lobby's glass wall: "Why don't you swallow broken glass." High above Manhattan, a greater crime is
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committed: Alkaitis is running an international Ponzi scheme, moving imaginary sums of money through clients' accounts. When the financial empire collapses,
it obliterates countless fortunes and devastates lives. Vincent, who had been posing as Jonathan's wife, walks away into the night. Years later, a victim of the
fraud is hired to investigate a strange occurrence: a woman has seemingly vanished from the deck of a container ship between ports of call. In this captivating
story of crisis and survival, Emily St. John Mandel takes readers through often hidden landscapes: campgrounds for the near-homeless, underground electronica
clubs, the business of international shipping, service in luxury hotels, and life in a federal prison. Rife with unexpected beauty, The Glass Hotel is a captivating
portrait of greed and guilt, love and delusion, ghosts and unintended consequences, and the infinite ways we search for meaning in our lives.
The Lola Quartet-Emily St. John Mandel 2015-01-15 How far would you go for someone you love? The Lola Quartet: Jack, Daniel, Sasha and Gavin, four talented
musicians at the end of their high school careers. On the dream-like night of their last concert, Gavin's girlfriend Anna disappears. Ten years later Gavin sees a
photograph of a little girl who looks uncannily like him and who shares Anna's surname, and suddenly he finds himself catapulted back to a secretive past he
didn't realize he'd left behind. But that photo has set off a cascade of dangerous consequences and, as one by one the members of the Lola Quartet are reunited,
a terrifying story emerges: of innocent mistakes, of secrecy and of a life lived on the run. Filled with love, music and thwarted dreams, Emily St. John Mandel's
The Lola Quartet is a thrilling novel about how the errors of the past can threaten the future.
The Dog Stars-Peter Heller 2013 Surviving a pandemic disease that has killed everyone he knows, a pilot establishes a shelter in an abandoned airport hangar
before hearing a random radio transmission that compels him to risk his life to seek out other survivors. A first novel by the author of The Whale Warriors.
Reprint.
The Best American Mystery Stories 2013-Lisa Scottoline 2013 A collection of top-selected mystery writing from the past year is culled from a variety of
respected sources and offers insight into evolving genre trends.
California-Edan Lepucki 2014-07-08 The highly acclaimed, instant New York Times bestseller that "shows the moment-by-moment reality of a painful possible
future, the price we may have to pay for our passionate devotion to all of the wrong things." --Sarah Stone, San Francisco Chronicle The world Cal and Frida
have always known is gone, and they've left the crumbling city of Los Angeles far behind them. They now live in a shack in the wilderness, working side-by-side
to make their days tolerable in the face of hardship and isolation. Mourning a past they can't reclaim, they seek solace in each other. But the tentative existence
they've built for themselves is thrown into doubt when Frida finds out she's pregnant. Terrified of the unknown and unsure of their ability to raise a child alone,
Cal and Frida set out for the nearest settlement, a guarded and paranoid community with dark secrets. These people can offer them security, but Cal and Frida
soon realize this community poses dangers of its own. In this unfamiliar world, where everything and everyone can be perceived as a threat, the couple must
quickly decide whom to trust. A gripping and provocative debut novel by a stunning new talent, California imagines a frighteningly realistic near future, in
which clashes between mankind's dark nature and deep-seated resilience force us to question how far we will go to protect the ones we love.
Station Eleven: by Emily St. John Mandel | Summary & Analysis-Elite Summaries 2017-09-01 A radiant book. Emily St. John Mandel’s fourth novel Station
Eleven is a phenomenon-riveting novel about the survival of human culture after apocalypse hits on civilization and wiped majority of the population. Published
in 2014, the novel won Arthur C. Clarke Award, Toronto Book Award literature awards in 2015. Book was nominated for National Book award as well as
PEN/Faulkner Award. The book’s film adaption is under development. Station Eleven beautifully highlights the contrast between current life and life before a
fictional deadly flu collapsed the world. If you are Ayn Rand’s fan, then it is very likely that upon completion of this book, Emily would also be among your
favorite authors. You would love the part of the book, where survivals rush out to listen to Beethoven and emotions flood out in the form of tears. This kind of
instances stirs string in you to think what truly makes us alive. Decisions and choices one makes today eventually becomes one’s character and later defines
civilizations and humanity. Unlike so many survivalist stories, the novel Station Eleven is not just about how people managing in the adverse situation, it is
beyond just survival. Although can be classified as sci-fi, the novel has a philosophy humanitarian touch. Well written, critically acclaimed and Mandel’s modest
yet powerful style of writing makes this book a must-read for everyone. Buy a copy today itself to understand humanity, to revere human relations and gratify
the life we all are blessed today.
Amberlough-Lara Elena Donnelly 2017-02-07 A double-agent sacrifices all his ideals in order to save his smuggler lover before a government coup takes over
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their decadent city in Lara Elena Donnelly’s glam spy thriller debut, now a Nebula finalist for Best Novel! “Exploring the roots of hatred, nationalism, and
fascism, while at the same time celebrating the diversity, love, romance, fashion, and joy the world is capable of producing.” —Bookriot Introducing... The
Smuggler: By day, Aristide Makricosta is the emcee for Amberlough City’s top nightclub. By night, he moves drugs and refugees under the noses of crooked
cops. The Spy: Covert agent Cyril DePaul thinks he’s good at keeping secrets, but after a disastrous mission abroad, he makes a dangerous choice to protect
himself...and hopefully Aristide too. The Dancer: Streetwise Cordelia Lehane, burlesque performer at the Bumble Bee Cabaret and Aristide’s runner, could be
the key to Cyril’s plans—if she can be trusted. As the twinkling marquees lights yield to the rising flames of a fascist revolution, these three will struggle to
survive using whatever means — and people — necessary. Including each other. “James Bond by way of Oscar Wilde.” —Holly Black “Sparkling with slang, full
of riotous characters, and dripping with intrigue, Amberlough is a dazzling romp through a tumultuous, ravishing world.” —Robert Jackson Bennett, winner of
the Shirley Jackson Award and the Edgar Award “Astonishing first novel!” —World Fantasy Award-winning author Ellen Kushner At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
I Prescribe Love-Lavnya Krishnamurthy 2020-02-20 ‘What do you want to be, dear?’ ‘A doctor and only a doctor, nothing else!’ Replies a bespectacled, nerdy,
double plaited, enthusiastic Shwetha, as her parents ask her about her career plans. Little does this girl from a traditional Tamil Brahmin family know however,
that those innocent words were going to change her life completely. The day she steps into medical school, so many new and exciting things happen in her life
one after the other – long lasting friendship, first crush, first love, and an eventual heartbreak. Just when she thinks her life couldn’t be more perfect, fate casts
a sarcastic smile on her. As her hands heal many, she wonders whether or not her heart will truly heal and if true love will find its way to her. If you are ready to
ride a light-hearted roller coaster of romance, friendship, heartbreak, the becoming and life of a doctor, well what are you waiting for? Pick this book up and
hop on!
Made for Love-Alissa Nutting 2017-07-04 Soon to be an HBO Max series starring Ray Romano and Cristin Milioti From one of our most exciting and provocative
young writers, a poignant, riotously funny story of how far some will go for love—and how far some will go to escape it. Hazel has just moved into a trailer park
of senior citizens, with her father and Diane—his extremely lifelike sex doll—as her roommates. Life with Hazel’s father is strained at best, but her only
alternative seems even bleaker. She’s just run out on her marriage to Byron Gogol, CEO and founder of Gogol Industries, a monolithic corporation hell-bent on
making its products and technologies indispensable in daily life. For over a decade, Hazel put up with being veritably quarantined by Byron in the family
compound, her every movement and vital sign tracked. But when he demands to wirelessly connect the two of them via brain chips in a first-ever human “mindmeld,” Hazel decides what was once merely irritating has become unbearable. The world she escapes into is a far cry from the dry and clinical bubble she’s
been living in, a world populated with a whole host of deviant oddballs. As Hazel tries to carve out a new life for herself in this uncharted territory, Byron is
using the most sophisticated tools at his disposal to find her and bring her home. His threats become more and more sinister, and Hazel is forced to take drastic
measures in order to find a home of her own and free herself from Byron’s virtual clutches once and for all. Perceptive and compulsively readable, Made for
Love is at once an absurd, raunchy comedy and a dazzling, profound meditation marriage, monogamy, and family.
The Arrival of Missives-Aliya Whiteley 2018-11-06 From the award-winning author of The Beauty, Aliya Whiteley, comes a genre-defying story of fate, free-will
and the choices we make in life. "One of the most original and haunting stories I have read in recent years." Nina Allan, author of The Rift In the aftermath of
the Great War, Shirley Fearn dreams of challenging the conventions of rural England, where life is as predictable as the changing of the seasons. The scarred
veteran Mr. Tiller, left disfigured by an impossible accident on the battlefields of France, brings with him a message: part prophecy, part warning. Will it
prevent her mastering her own destiny? As the village prepares for the annual May Day celebrations, where a new queen will be crowned and the future will be
reborn again, Shirley must choose: change or renewal?
Why Visit America-Matthew Baker 2020-08-04 Equal parts speculative and satirical, the stories in Why Visit America form an exegesis of our current political
predicament, while offering an eloquent plea for connection and hope. The citizens of Plainfield, Texas, have had it with the broke-down United States. So they
vote to secede, rename themselves America in memory of their former country, and happily set themselves up to receive tourists from their closest neighbor:
America. Couldn’t happen? Well, it might, and so it goes in the thirteen stories in Matthew Baker’s brilliantly illuminating, incisive, and heartbreaking collection
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Why Visit America. The book opens with a seemingly traditional story in which the speculative element is extremely minimal—the narrator has a job that doesn’t
actually exist—a story that wouldn’t seem much out of place in a collection of literary realism. From there the stories get progressively stranger: a young man
breaks the news to his family that he is going to transition—from an analog body to a digital existence. A young woman abducts a child—her own—from a
government-run childcare facility. A man returns home after committing a great crime, his sentence being that his memory—his entire life—is wiped clean. As
the book moves from universe to universe, the stories cross between different American genres: from bildungsroman to rom com, western to dystopian,
including fantasy, horror, erotica, and a noir detective mystery. Read together, these parallel-universe stories create a composite portrait of the true nature of
the United States and a Through the Looking-Glass reflection of who we are as a country.
The Red Wraith-Nick Wisseman 2015-12-06 Magic awakens in Early America. The Red Wraith is born.Cast into exile by his tribe for being spawn of human and
spirit, Naysin is lost in a world of change as pale men from the sea arrive to plunder the riches of the New World. Guided only by the devious facets of his spirit
father, Naysin has no choice but to master his powers to survive the destruction of his people. But the nature of those talents is both light and dark.And so the
legend of the Red Wraith begins.On the island of Bimshire, Naysin inspires a slave rebellion before abandoning it; near his former home, he marches European
settlers to their deaths; and in the forests of Edgeland, he ends a battle by massacring both sides. Such acts cause much of the New World to see him as an
indigenous monster who delights in butchering white innocents. The infamy is well-earned, but when Naysin encounters a group of fellow magic-users, he
realizes he may yet have a chance to set things right.He just has to conquer the only thing that ensures his survival: the dual facets of his father.
Beyond the Known-Andrew Rader 2020-11-17 From brilliant young polymath Andrew Rader—an MIT-credentialed scientist, popular podcast host, and SpaceX
mission manager—an “engaging” (Tim Marshall, New York Times bestselling author) chronicle showcasing our human desire to continually explore new and
uncharted territory, from civilization’s earliest days to interstellar travel. For the first time in history, the human species has the technology to destroy itself.
But having developed that power, humans are also able to leave Earth and voyage into the vastness of space. After millions of years of evolution, we’ve arrived
at the point where we can settle other worlds and begin the process of becoming multi-planetary. How did we get here? What does the future hold for us?
Divided into four accessible sections, Beyond the Known examines major periods of discovery and rediscovery, from Classical Times, when Phoenicians,
Persians, and Greeks ventured forth; to The Age of European Exploration, which saw colonies sprout on nearly every continent; to The Era of Scientific Inquiry,
when researchers developed new tools for mapping and traveling farther; to Our Spacefaring Future, which unveils plans currently underway for settling other
planets and, eventually, traveling to the stars. A Mission Manager at SpaceX with a lively voice, Andrew Rader is at the forefront of space exploration. As a
gifted historian, Rader, who has won global acclaim for his stunning breadth of knowledge, is singularly positioned to reveal the story of human exploration that
is also the story of scientific achievement. Told with an infectious zeal for traveling seeking new horizons, Beyond the Known is “an astute—and highly
flattering—view of human aspirations” (Kirkus Reviews).
Summary of Station Eleven-Omni Reads 2020-08-16 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF: Station Eleven by Emily St. John Mandel This is not intended to replace the
original book, but to serve as a companion to it and provide you, our loyal readers, with an enhanced reading experience. The Summary and Analysis books by
OMNI READS is a great way to capitalize your time as they reveal the golden nuggets from each chapter in a succinct way. Though we always recommend you
read the original book, the OMNI READS collection is a powerful tool to keep in your arsenal as our is to keep you knowledgeable about the past, present and
potentially future trending best sellers. ABOUT THE BOOK: When Arthur Leander, the famous actor, dies on the stage, it seems the world dies with him, for the
very same night, The Georgia Flu erupts and destroys the world. A world that Kirsten Raymonde barely remembers, when twenty years later, she walks with the
Traveling Symphony, performing Shakespeare for the few survivors they encounter in scattered, tiny settlements. Her routine is harsh but rewarding, keeping
art alive together with her fellow musicians and actors. But when they return for their friends at St. Deborah on the Water, they realize that they have fled what
was once a lively little town. It is now the territory of the Prophet, who does not take kindly to oppositions to his preaching. Kirsten and the troupe will need to
race to find their missing friends, as the past unravels together with the present in this dystopian, yet doggedly optimistic world. Includes: Summary of 'Station
Eleven' The Setting of the Story 'Station Eleven' Story Plot Analysis Main and Secondary Character List Chapter Analysis (55 in total) Analysis of Key
Characters Analysis of Dead Key Characters Major Symbols Themes Thought-provoking Discussion Questions And more Why should you buy this Summary and
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Analysis Book? OMNI READS elevates the quality and productivity of our readers both personally with enriching novels and professionally with the non-fiction
range. Though these are summary books, our aim is to be comprehensive to a certain extent, yet entertaining so the overall story is impactful. Most importantly,
we want to add value by saving you time but still leaving you enriched.
Red Comet-Heather Clark 2020 "An engrossing new biography of Sylvia Plath focuses on her remarkable literary and intellectual growth and achievement,
restoring the vivid creative woman behind the longtime Plath myths perpetuated by a pathology-based approach to her life and art. With a wealth of neverbefore-accessed materials, Heather Clark here brings to life the brilliant daughter of Wellesley, MA who had poetic ambition from a very young age, and was an
accomplished, published writer of poems and stories before she became the star English student at Smith College. Determined not to read Plath's work as if her
every act, from childhood on, was a harbinger of her tragic fate, Clark presents new materials about Plath's scientist father, her juvenile writings, and her
psychiatric treatment, and evokes a culture in transition in the mid-twentieth century, in the shadow of the atom bomb and the Holocaust, as she explores
Sylvia's world: her early relationships and determination not to become a conventional woman and wife; her conflicted ties to her well-meaning, widowed
mother; her troubles at the hands of an unenlightened mental health industry; her Cambridge years and thunderclap meeting with Ted Hughes, a marriage of
true minds that would change the course of poetry in English; and much more. Clark's clear-eyed sympathy for Hughes, his lover Assia Wevill, and other
demonized players in the arena of Plath's suicide promotes a deeper understanding of her final days, with their outpouring of first-rate poems. Along with
illuminating readings of the poems themselves, Clark's meticulous, compassionate research brings us closer than ever to the spirited woman and visionary artist
who blazed a trail that still lights the way for women poets the world over"-Await Your Reply-Dan Chaon 2010 While Miles pursues elusive letters and clues in a perpetual search for his missing twin, Ryan struggles with the discovery
that he is adopted, and Lucy finds her daring escape from her hometown posing unexpectedly dangerous consequences. By a National Book Award-nominated
author. Reprint.
The Vacationers-Emma Straub 2015-06-02 Celebrating their thirty-fifth anniversary and their daughter's high-school graduation during a two-week vacation in
Mallorca, Franny and Jim Post confront old secrets, hurts, and rivalries that reveal sides of themselves they try to conceal.
The Hands of Strangers-Michael Farris Smith 2014-07-08 In the tradition of The Stranger and The Old Man and the Sea, this taut novella by critically acclaimed
novelist Michael Farris Smith (Rivers, 2013) explores the human spirit and its capacity for faith and forgiveness in an imperfect world. What happens to a
marriage when a child vanishes? Jon and Estelle walk the picturesque Paris streets, but are living through the cruelest of realties—the disappearance of their
nine-year-old daughter Jennifer, abducted from the Musée D’Orsay during a class field trip. Jon spends his day slugging through bus terminals and metro halls,
posting flyers of his daughter, while Estelle has become a recluse, unwilling to leave the apartment in case the telephone rings. Their relationship suffers as the
passing time chips away at the hope of Jennifer’s return. Then, a free-spirited artist enters their life as unexpectedly as Jennifer has left it, luring Jon down a
reckless path as he searches desperately for courage in the smallest signs. If their daughter is ever returned to them, will Jon and Estelle both be there to
welcome her home?
Always Home: A Daughter's Recipes & Stories-Fanny Singer 2020-03-31 A cookbook and culinary memoir about growing up as the daughter of revered
chef/restaurateur Alice Waters: a story of food, family, and the need for beauty in all aspects of life. In this extraordinarily intimate portrait of her mother--and
herself--Fanny Singer, daughter of food icon and activist Alice Waters, chronicles a unique world of food, wine, and travel; a world filled with colorful
characters, mouth-watering traditions, and sumptuous feasts. Across dozens of vignettes with accompanying recipes, she shares the story of her own culinary
coming of age and reveals a side of her legendary mother that has never been seen before. A charming, smart translation of Alice Waters's ideals and attitudes
about food for a new generation, Always Home is a loving, often funny, unsentimental, and exquisitely written look at a life defined in so many ways by food, as
well as the bond between mother and daughter.
Tooth and Claw-Jo Walton 2003-11-01 A tale of contention over love and money—among dragons Jo Walton burst onto the fantasy scene with The King's Peace,
acclaimed by writers as diverse as Poul Anderson, Robin Hobb, and Ken MacLeod. In 2002, she was voted the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer.
Now Walton returns with Tooth and Claw, a very different kind of fantasy story: the tale of a family dealing with the death of their father, of a son who goes to
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law for his inheritance, a son who agonizes over his father's deathbed confession, a daughter who falls in love, a daughter who becomes involved in the abolition
movement, and a daughter sacrificing herself for her husband. Except that everyone in the story is a dragon, red in tooth and claw. Here is a world of politics
and train stations, of churchmen and family retainers, of courtship and country houses...in which, on the death of an elder, family members gather to eat the
body of the deceased. In which society's high-and-mighty members avail themselves of the privilege of killing and eating the weaker children, which they do
with ceremony and relish, growing stronger thereby. You have never read a novel like Tooth and Claw. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Severance-Ling Ma 2018-08-14 Maybe it’s the end of the world, but not for Candace Chen, a millennial, first-generation American and office drone meandering
her way into adulthood in Ling Ma’s offbeat, wryly funny, apocalyptic satire, Severance. "A stunning, audacious book with a fresh take on both office politics
and what the apocalypse might bring." —Michael Schaub, NPR.org “A satirical spin on the end times-- kind of like The Office meets The Leftovers.” --Estelle
Tang, Elle NAMED A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY: NPR * The New Yorker ("Books We Loved") * Elle * Marie Claire * Amazon Editors * The Paris Review
(Staff Favorites) * Refinery29 * Bustle * Buzzfeed * BookPage * Bookish * Mental Floss * Chicago Review of Books * HuffPost * Electric Literature * A.V. Club *
Jezebel * Vulture * Literary Hub * Flavorwire Winner of the NYPL Young Lions Fiction Award * Winner of the Kirkus Prize for Fiction * Winner of the VCU
Cabell First Novelist Award * Finalist for the PEN/Hemingway Award for Debut Novel * A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 * An Indie Next Selection
Candace Chen, a millennial drone self-sequestered in a Manhattan office tower, is devoted to routine. With the recent passing of her Chinese immigrant
parents, she’s had her fill of uncertainty. She’s content just to carry on: She goes to work, troubleshoots the teen-targeted Gemstone Bible, watches movies in a
Greenpoint basement with her boyfriend. So Candace barely notices when a plague of biblical proportions sweeps New York. Then Shen Fever spreads.
Families flee. Companies cease operations. The subways screech to a halt. Her bosses enlist her as part of a dwindling skeleton crew with a big end-date payoff.
Soon entirely alone, still unfevered, she photographs the eerie, abandoned city as the anonymous blogger NY Ghost. Candace won’t be able to make it on her
own forever, though. Enter a group of survivors, led by the power-hungry IT tech Bob. They’re traveling to a place called the Facility, where, Bob promises, they
will have everything they need to start society anew. But Candace is carrying a secret she knows Bob will exploit. Should she escape from her rescuers? A sendup and takedown of the rituals, routines, and missed opportunities of contemporary life, Ling Ma’s Severance is a moving family story, a quirky coming-ofadulthood tale, and a hilarious, deadpan satire. Most important, it’s a heartfelt tribute to the connections that drive us to do more than survive.
The Child Garden-Geoff Ryman 1994-04-15 The multiple-award-winning sf classic from the acclaimed author of Was. In the city of the future, humans
photosynthesize, viruses educate people, organics have replaced electronics . . . and almost no one lives past 40. The outcast Milena feels alone--until she meets
the genetically engineered Rolfa.
The Mill River Redemption-Darcie Chan 2014 Growing up in their aunt's small Vermont community after losing their father in childhood, close sisters Rose and
Emily are torn apart by a tragedy and reunited by the loss of their mother, whose will requires them to live in neighboring homes for a summer. By the author of
The Mill River Recluse. Original.
Tigers in Red Weather-Liza Klaussmann 2012-07-17 Summer seemed to arrive at that moment, with its mysterious mixture of salt, cold flesh and fuel. Nick and
her cousin, Helena, have grown up sharing sultry summer heat, sunbleached boat docks, and midnight gin parties on Martha's Vineyard in a glorious old family
estate known as Tiger House. In the days following the end of the Second World War, the world seems to offer itself up, and the two women are on the cusp of
their 'real lives': Helena is off to Hollywood and a new marriage, while Nick is heading for a reunion with her own young husband, Hughes, about to return from
the war. Soon the gilt begins to crack. Helena's husband is not the man he seemed to be, and Hughes has returned from the war distant, his inner light
curtained over. On the brink of the 1960s, back at Tiger House, Nick and Helena--with their children, Daisy and Ed--try to recapture that sense of possibility.
But when Daisy and Ed discover the victim of a brutal murder, the intrusion of violence causes everything to unravel. The members of the family spin out of
their prescribed orbits, secrets come to light, and nothing about their lives will ever be the same. Brilliantly told from five points of view, with a magical
elegance and suspenseful dark longing, Tigers in Red Weather is an unforgettable debut novel from a writer of extraordinary insight and accomplishment.
The Night Circus-Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of cunning in The Night Circus, the spellbinding New York
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Times best seller that has captured the world's imagination. The circus arrives without warning. No announcements precede it. It is simply there, when
yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le Cirque des
Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is underway: a duel between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who have
been trained since childhood expressly for this purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to them both, this is a game in which only one can be left
standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a domino effect of dangerous consequences, and leaving the lives
of everyone, from the performers to the patrons, hanging in the balance. Look for Erin Morgenstern's new novel, The Starless Sea, available now.
Ombria in Shadow-Patricia A. McKillip 2002-01-08 When Ombria’s prince, Royce Greve, breathes his last—in palace rooms high above the city—he leaves his
young son and mistress at the mercy of his ancient and powerful great-aunt, Domina Pearl. Meanwhile, in a dreamlike underworld peopled by Ombria’s ghosts,
a sorceress weaves her spells and brews her potions, never revealing her real face—or true heart. And somewhere in between, the struggle to rule the whole of
Ombria—both its light and shadows—will rest in the hands of those whose fractured lives align like the lost pieces of a magical puzzle….
Accidents of Marriage-Randy Susan Meyers 2014-09-02 A social worker struggling to keep the peace with her increasingly volatile husband for the sake of their
children finds herself fighting for her life in the hospital after his temper gets the best of him one rainy day. By the best-selling author of The Comfort of Lies.
50,000 first printing.
The Contemporary Post-Apocalyptic Novel-Diletta De Cristofaro 2019-12-26 Traditional apocalyptic texts concern the advent of a better world at the end of
history that will make sense of everything that happened before. But what is at stake in the contemporary shift to apocalyptic narratives in which the utopian
end of time is removed? The Contemporary Post-Apocalyptic Novel offers an innovative critical model for our cultural obsession with 'the end' by focussing on
the significance of time in the 21st-century post-apocalyptic novel and challenging traditional apocalyptic logic. Once confined to the genre of science fiction,
the increasing popularity of end-of-the-world narratives has caused apocalyptic writing to feature in the work of some of contemporary literature's most wellknown fiction writers. Considering novels by Will Self, Cormac McCarthy, David Mitchell, Emily St. John Mandel, Jeanette Winterson and others, Diletta De
Cristofaro frames the contemporary apocalyptic imagination as a critique of modernity's apocalyptic conception of time and history. Interdisciplinary in scope,
the book historicises apocalyptic beliefs by exploring how relentlessly they have shaped the modern world.
The Nearest Thing to Life-James Wood 2015-04-28 In this remarkable blend of memoir and criticism, James Wood, noted contributor to the New Yorker, has
written a master class on the connections between fiction and life. He argues that, of all the arts, fiction has a unique ability to describe the shape of our lives
and to rescue the texture of those lives from death and historical oblivion. The act of reading is understood here as the most sacred and personal of activities,
and there are brilliant discussions of individual works - among others, Chekhov's story "The Kiss," W.G. Sebald's The Emigrants, and Penelope Fitzgerald's The
Blue Flower. Wood reveals his own intimate relationship with the written word: we see the development of a provincial boy growing up in a charged Christian
environment, the secret joy of his childhood reading, the links he makes between reading and blasphemy, or between literature and music. The final section
discusses fiction in the context of exile and homelessness. The Nearest Thing to LifeÊis not simply a brief, tightly argued book by a man commonly regarded as
our finest living critic - it is also an exhilarating personal account that reflects on, and embodies, the fruitful conspiracy between reader and writer (and critic),
and asks us to reconsider everything that is at stake when we read and write fiction.
Running with Sherman-Christopher McDougall 2020-07-28 A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey to run one of the most challenging races in
America. "McDougall is a gifted storyteller who gets to the heart of the human-animal connection."--John Grogan, author of Marley & Me.e.
The Squares of the City-John Brunner 2014-04-01 Hugo Award Finalist: “Story plotting holding much in common with chess . . . An exciting political thriller in
the vein of Graham Greene” (Speculiction). In The Squares of the City, Brunner takes the moves of a classic championship chess game and uses them as the
structure to build a novel about a revolution in a South American country obsessed with chess and dominated by a dictator who sees people as pawns in his
game of power and survival. Intriguing premise, dramatic story, future setting, great entertainment. “One of the most important science fiction authors.
Brunner held a mirror up to reflect our foibles because he wanted to save us from ourselves.” —SF Site
The Wangs vs. the World-Jade Chang 2016-10-04 For fans of Crazy Rich Asians: Meet the Wangs, the unforgettable immigrant family whose spectacular fall
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from glorious riches to (still name-brand) rags brings them together in a way money never could. Charles Wang, a brash, lovable businessman who built a
cosmetics empire and made a fortune, has just lost everything in the financial crisis. So he rounds up two of his children from schools that he can no longer
afford and packs them into the only car that wasn’t repossessed. Together with their wealth-addicted stepmother, Barbra, they head on a cross-country journey
from their foreclosed Bel-Air home to the Upstate New York retreat of the eldest Wang daughter, Saina. “Highly entertaining” (BuzzFeed), this “fresh Little
Miss Sunshine” (Vanity Fair) is a “compassionate and bright-eyed novel” (New York Times Book Review), an epic family saga, and a new look at what it means
to belong in America. “When the Wangs take the world, we all benefit” (USA Today). A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice An October 2016 Indie
Next Pick A PopSugar Best Book for Fall A BuzzFeed Incredible Book for Fall A Nylon Amazing Book for Fall A Bustle Book for Your Fall TBR List A Millions
Most Anticipated Book A Frisky Book to Read for Fall
The Old Slave and the Mastiff-PATRICK. CHAMOISEAU 2019-04-18 A profoundly unsettling story of a plantation slave's desperate escape into a rainforest
beyond human control, with his master and a ferocious dog on his heels. This flight to freedom takes them on a journey that will transform them all, as the
overwhelming physical presence of the forest and its dense primeval wilderness reshapes reality and time itself. In the darkness, the old man grapples with the
spirits of all those who have gone before him; the knowledge that the past is always with us, and the injustice that can cry out from beyond the grave. From a
Prix Goncourt writer hailed by Milan Kundera as the 'heir of Joyce and Kafka', The Old Slave and the Mastiff fearlessly portrays the demonic cruelties of the
slave trade and its human costs - a wise, loving tribute to the Creole culture of Martinique, and a vividly told journey into the heart of Caribbean history and
human endurance.
Bread and Jam for Frances-Russell Hoban 2008-09-09 Frances is a fussy eater. In fact, the only thing she likes is bread and jam. She won't touch her squishy
soft-boiled egg. She trades away her chicken-salad sandwich at lunch. She turns up her nose at boring veal cutlets. Unless Mother can come up with a plan,
Frances just might go on eating bread and jam forever!
House with a Blue Door-Nick Wisseman 2018-03-06 Charles wasn't ready for this.He knew working at a group home for mentally handicapped residents--many
of whom have additional diagnoses like Down syndrome, Tourette's, and paranoid schizophrenia--would be hard. The hours would be long, the pay would be
low, the food would suck.But he had no idea how much he'd like it. Or how much he'd grow up while he worked there.
We are All Completely Beside Ourselves-Karen Joy Fowler 2014 Coming of age in middle America, 18-year-old Rosemary evaluates how her entire youth was
defined by the presence and forced removal of an endearing chimpanzee who was secretly regarded as a family member and who Rosemary loved as a sister. By
the best-selling author of The Jane Austen Book Club.
One Station Away-Olaf Olafsson 2017-12-05 From the critically acclaimed Olaf Olafsson, an intimate yet sweeping story of a New York neurologist and the three
women who change his life An overlooked pianist who finally receives fraught success after decades of disappointment. An elusive dancer whose untimely death
her fiancé is desperate to untangle. A mysterious patient who is comatose after a violent accident. These are the three women who animate Olaf Olafsson’s
brilliantly rendered One Station Away. Magnus, a New York neurologist—son to one, lover to another, and doctor to a third—is the thread that binds these
women’s stories together as he navigates relationships defined by compromise and misunderstanding, guilt and forgiveness, and, most of all, by an obsessive
attempt to communicate—to understand and to be understood, to love and to be loved. A deeply affecting family tale, a heart-rending love story that spans the
globe, and a suspenseful drama at the edge of the mystery of life and death, One Station Away is a profoundly moving story of memory, identity, and
misconnection, a novel of haunting power and lasting insight.
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You could buy lead station eleven by emily st john mandel l summary study guide or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this
station eleven by emily st john mandel l summary study guide after getting deal. So, in the same way as you require the ebook swiftly, you can
straight acquire it. Its thus entirely simple and suitably fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this sky
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